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Listeners, if you are like me then you will be very worried about Australia and the direction the nation is 
travelling. It seems at every turn human values are now judge by the dollar and by minority groups which 
claim mandates based on antidiscrimination. By using society’s broader sense of conscience minority 
groups are amplifying their voices way above their representative numeric value in this democracy. It’s an 
aberated freedom which unbalances society and gives rise to distrust as the majority of us are corralled 
and restrained by those who seek to own the social and moral agenda. These movements and people are 
often misguided and wrong in my view. For minority groups to succeed in their myopic quest the general 
populace has to be lethargic and apathetic and so mix that with obsessive antidiscrimination laws and 
you have the long term erosion of so many values we know are vital in society. To conform is a lesson we 
learn slowly but when we do its patently obvious that stability holds society together and provides 
certainty. It is the ambiguity in today’s community which causes society to lurch from one extreme to 
another and from one standard to another, creating dishonest conversations and selfish arguments 
where immorality is often the outcome.  
 
As society is further high jacked we actually lose freedom and a whole new language has been 
established under the banner of political correctness which only adds to the problem and promotes 
unrest in the majority of Australians. This sea of words has become a euphemistic treadmill to justify the 
unjustifiable and here are some examples; outcomes, inclusion, gender reassignment, intersex, diversity, 
gender dysphoria, efficiency dividends, implementation, performance indicators and many more all 
ignore the elephant in the room. The modern politically correct lexicon is now even fooling our finest 
military men and women. 
 
So here’s the rub, the Australian Army is on a mission to be so inclusive it’s lost the plot. It appears the 
prime purpose of the armed forces is not to protect and defend but to promote sexual oddities and vilify 
those who dare to disagree and to utterly ignore the normal rational men and women at the front line.  
The army has been internally invaded by the gender challenged mob who seem to have an unbridled say 
in what goes on. The army now pays for gender change operations, allows its service men and women to 
march in uniform in the erotic and shameful Sydney gay and lesbian mardi gras and gives rights to that 
genre to do and say things which the enlisted straight contingent cant. It’s unfair nasty stuff.  
 
An example is the newly released army lapel pin and cuff link set sporting the traditional Australian Army 
rising sun insignia and accompanied by the rainbow of the gay or homosexual movement. That’s right, 
the Army has married the precious Australian rising sun emblem to the gay and lesbian rainbow logo. This 
obviously allows others to recognise the enlisted member as a sexually challenged recruit and perhaps 
doubles as a dating service. This is social engineering at its most vigorous and is a potentially very 
damaging precedent.   The common soldier does not see this active promotion of the gender challenged 
as right or normal and many do not see it as compatible in the forces. They are however afraid to speak 
up for fear of senior retribution and so much for true freedom of speech. In defence of this latest 
nonsense to identify and normalise the sexually aberated their support group called DEFGLIS tries to 
explain their charter by saying, “The tight knit cohesion required of combat units isn't achieved by hating”. 
This simple innocuous statement attempts to lay blame at the feet of those who don’t agree with them 
and to find fault with anyone who doesn’t see the need for an elevated homosexual military presence. It 
also says those who don’t agree must hate homosexuals which is patently stupid. In my view this is a 
good example of how the amplified voices of a misguided minority take over the agenda and of all places 
in the Australian Army. Public money should not be spent on rainbow cuff links and lapel pins and it’s 
wrong to link the precious Australian military symbol of the rising sun with a political movement which 
seeks to explain the unexplainable. As an Australian I am saddened to see the ADF successfully infiltrated 
and over run by people with an agenda for which I believe they have no mandate or precedent. I say 
shame on the politicians and the ADF for making life so difficult for the regular soldier and to start a civil 
war from within. 
 
Until next time this is Kent Bayley         
See below  



 


